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AsV(1)TOTIC PROPERTIES OF GAusSIAN PRocESSES
Cl rfforCl~ua lls1;---universi-ijj ·orNoi'~7i7;ai'c;"l/ina--;-C'hape-·fHi17 • (Japan) o. Introduction. Let {X(t), -00 < t < oo} be a real separable Gaussian process defined on a probability space (0, A, P). We assume EX(t) =0, 2 v (t) = EX 2 (t) > 0, and the covariance function r(t,s) = E(X(t)X(s» is continuous respect to t and s. And we set p(t,s) = r(t,s)!(v(t)v(s». In this paper, we treat two problems concerned with Gaussian processes whose correlation functions satisfy (0.1) p(t,s) = 1 -It-sla H(lt-sl) + o(lt-slaH(lt-sl» as It-sl + 0, where°S a S 2 and H varies slowly at zero.
• ---n • • -----------
In §l, we relate the magnitude of the tails of the spectral function to the order of continuity of the correlation function. As a consequence, we can show directly the equivalence (in very useful cases) of the Kahane-Nisio condition and the Fernique-Marcus and Shepp condition which are necessary and sufficient conditions for X(t) to have continuous sample functions in terms of the spectral function and the correlation function, respectively.
The second problem ( §2) is to extend a result of Pickands [11] which gives the asymptotic distribution of the maximum Z(t) = maxOSsSt X(s) to condition (0.1) with°< a S 2. Pickands treated stationary Gaussian processes whose covariance function p(lt-sl) = p(t,s) satisfy condition (0.1) with°< a S 2 for H(lt-sl) = a constant. Such studies have been done for H3lder continuity of sample functions by Marcus [8] , Kano [6] , and Sirao and Watanabe [13] . Our • 2 efforts using Pickands' methods to give the asymptotic distribution of Z(t) for the case a = 0 were not sucessfu1. (This is not too surprising.)
-----------------.. ---_._----------
In §3, we use the result of §-2-to-oo-taiIi-tne -extens1oii-o! -the -u-r -oenaV!or ----------------- Defi ni ti on 1. 2. A positive function Q(x) defined for x > 0 varies regularly at infinity (at zero) with exponent a~0, if for all t > 0,
A function Q(x) satisfies (1. Let Q(x) vary regularly with exponent a~0 and H(x) vary slowly at infinity. Then, the following properties hold.
(1.
3)
The limits (1.1) and (1.2) converge uniformly in t on any compact subset of the half line (0,00 there exist positive constants 0 < a < 2, C 1 , C 2 , and K such that
Then, if we set p(t) = roo eitxf(x)dx and 02(h) = 2(1-p(h», we have Proof. Without loss of generality, we take H(x) to be "normalized". First, we note that
for arbitrary K l~K . We may ignore Il(h) in Theorem 1.1, since Since ti~~H(x/h)/H(l/h) .. 1 uniformly with respect to x in each finite
.~For the first integral of (1.11), we use property (1.6) to obtain for 0 < 1 where we choose €l > 0 with a+€l < 2 (which is possible if a < 2).
For the third term of the right hand side in (1.11), we use property (1.8) to obtain, for 6 sufficiently large, where we choose €2 > 0 with a-€2 > O.
Since H(6/h)/H(1/h) + 1 as h + 0, we have, as h + 0,
'. 
where F(x) = IX f(u)du.
-00
Proof. First, for h sufficiently small,
From this and using property (1.9) and Theorem 1.1, we obtain the corollary. 0 Remark 1.2. We can find discussions similar to Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.1 in Garsia and Lamperti [3] and Ibragimov and Linik [4] .
Next we consider the case cx = O. Theorem 1.2.~Let L(x) vary slowly at infinity and assume L(x) is monotone for large X. Let f(x) be a symmetric probability density function such that
for large x. Then, if we define p(t) = I e f(x) dx, 0 (h) = 2(l-p(h», and Now as in the proof of Theorem 1.1, we may ignore the integral 1l(h) in
By assumption, we have 4C l
We replace the study of J(h) by the study of JO(h) = 1;(l-C04hx)L~) dx, since the integral f~(l-C04hX)L~)dx again may be ignored We apply a fundamental Tauberian theorem to JO*(s) to obtain =f: oo f(y)dy.
Several authors give necessary and sufficient conditions for the samplẽ functions of stationary Gaussian processes to be continuous. Marcus and Shepp 
a T + 00 0 0 < t < T and 0 < H < 00, where {Y(t), 0~t < oo} is a non-stationary Gaussian process 
= [X(kao~(x» > x] and using stationarity, we have To study
x + 00 k=l "m~--*:
2Lk=1{1-~(x(1-p) (l+p) 2)} partition the sum into three parts according to i) ka~1, ii) ka > 1, ka o 6(x) < some 0, and iii) ka > 1,
x+ oo x+ oo
We may ignore the third sum I(iii By property (107) in §1 and for ka > 1, there is a positive 0 such that cx 4It H(kao6(x»/H(6(x»~(ka)-a/2 provided ka 0 6(x) < 0cx' Take 0 = min(ocx,ol,t).
---'------------Consequently
for ka > 1, ka o 6(x) < 0 and T large. The partition corresponding to Z (t) above was made to depend on a, -------no.
The second term equals Proof. We combine Pickands' Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8 [11] . Note that Zk_ l
By using [11, Lemma 2.6], we obtain P(Ej,k) S~(x)xp-l(1-p2)~R(y), where p = p(a.~(x)/2k+l), and y = y(x) = bkx-lp(1-p2)~-x(1+p)-1(1-p2)~. Consequently 2 k -l
(2.10) 00 S lZm I 2 k xp-l(1-p2)~R(y).
x-+-oo k=O
In order to apply the technique used in Lemma 2.1, we need to show 00 I 2 k .6up xp -1(l_p2)~R(y) < 00
k=O TSx<oo for some T > o.
That this sum is finite follows from the estimates: 
Here S =~n60sssa.~(x) p(s)~l~, and A 2 = A2(a.~(x» S l+~for x > some T.
Therefore, (2.10) yields 2togt S~2(t) S 3togt, for all large t, then it holds without this additional assumption.
Proof.
--1
From the bounds on (1 ( • ) given above, there are positive constants Remark 4.1. Section §l does not cover the case a = 2. For a covariance, say ql(h) , with a = 2, we know H(h) has a limit, that the zero limit must be excluded, and that a finite limit is easily handled. The interesting case is when H(s)~~. So when a = 2 we assume (4.2) instead of (4.1).
In order to exclude any type of periodic case, we assume K =~up{p(T,T+h): 034~h, 0~T+h~t} < 1.
Theorem 4.1. If X(·) satisfies (4.1) and K < 1, then for a > 0 (4.3) Dividing by tljJ(x)/6(x), we see that the error term and PA.PA. approach 
